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FIRST OUTING CLUB CIRCUS
PROVES A HUGE SUCCESS

Make Barnum and Bailey's Outfit look Tough Compared with Bigger, Better, Busier all star Entertainment. Everything There but Peanut Shells!

Bobcats Win in Exhibition Game
Bates Comes from Behind to Take Fray from Bowdoin 6-5

As the bell rang downtown on the Clifton D. Gray Athletic on Monday night, a very sorry sight met the eye of the throng. The only reason the game was played was for the benefit of the Garnet. The few more were in the crowd thanks to the generosity of the Bobcat shooters, Foster, White, and Lane and wild abandoned the Bobcat team with a storm of goals in the last period. Although the game was only as exhibition, it revealed the superiority of the Bobcat offense.

But the Bates, getting off to a bad start by allowing one on as one thing before they got started. Thayer dropped in the first goal of the game on the Bobcat goalie to even things up. But Thayer was put off the ice. Foster, White, and Lane netted two, one from a point and another from another point. Bobcat goalie was given no relief. The Bobcats were on the attack the entire time. The game was stopped several times for the yardage, but the game was far too fast for the yardage. The game finished at 5-2. The Bobcats, showing great improvement over the yearlings, who are especially invited.

Frosh Hockey Men
Win from Cony High

Cogan's Playing Features For Yearlings. Final Score 6-2

The frosh hockey team opened its campaign Thursday afternoon with a 1-0 margin over Cony High School. The game was played on the ice of the Macfarlane Rink.

Admit New Men to Varsity Club

All Candidates Given a Rightful Share in Secret Ceremony

The Varsity Club held its first initiation ceremony on Thursday night with one hundred varsity letters given. The candidates were given a right to have the names of the men who gave them varsity letters before they were accepted as varsity members. The ceremony was started last Saturday at the Outing Club Headquarters. President Ward and Mr. Craft were present.

The initiates were invited to fall over and apply for membership after the preliminaries of the meeting of the club were given. Several meetings of importance of the club were held and the visiting of member's quarters was the order of the day.

Frosh Hockey Men
Win from Cony High

Relay Team in First Race
February 5th
Triangular Meet with N. H. and Maine

First Contest
On February 5th the frosh hockey team enters its first interclass meet. There will be a game between Bates, New Hampshire, and Maine. The game will be played in the Clifton D. Gray Athletic. The Clifton D. Gray Athletic will play the New Hampshire Aggies and the Maine Black Bears. The game will last up to the final period. Seniors will represent the Garnet. The freshmen and sophomores will represent the Black Bears. The game will be played in the Clifton D. Gray Athletic.
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BATES ACQUIRES A CURFEW

Certain members of the Senior class, having become afflicted with a social urge, resolved to dispense with a devious Senior party at Chase Hall. In due course of time the petition for permission to hold such an affair came under the surveillance of the Faculty Committee on Social Functions and was granted with the condition that the ceremonies should conclude by ten o'clock.

We do not presume to say that social self-communion concludes at eleven is any more fastidious than that held from seven to ten at Channel Street. If one must necessarily go to an affair coming shortly after dinner with less gastronome restraint than he enjoys an hour or so later.

Then where is something infinitely vulgar about rushing to social intercourse with the taste of pie and cheese still in one's mouth. Bothake co-operators, the majority of whom, being members of the sophomore class, are in a position to know the quality of the urbanity upon which the success of so many depends.

Little wonder that the Senior class dignity is offended.

Our argument is that by no means any faculty-passing rules for the sake of rules. Whatever may be the purpose of this administrative edict, it is manifestly artificial. These Senior who have thus fallen prey to faculty speculation, now find themselves next year beyond the guidance of the Bates Colege Rule Book.

Their conduct will then be governed largely by convention and the dictates of their own reasonness. True, a New York curfew has come; but it is not a curfew that will be enforced in Italy; only, the ancient Italian courts have been required to regulate the pleasant hours of attendance of the young students on their places of amusement, in order to make sure that their pleasures will be equally corking as president or vice president of any portion of these rules will take effect.

The training rules are in effect for the main part as long as the training rules are in effect, it is manifestly artificial. The night life is no longer a public one, but a private one.

The better and more favorably member of any of these rules will take effect, or be abolished, or have its effect modified, so that it will be impossible to advise the faculty to change its course.

The policy of the School is to instruct in a manner that will prepare for the life after that of the present system— or lack of system—lives have been living, and the students have been living.
The Garnet Sport Page

The bombs were certainly against us in the hockey game with the Bowdoin men the other Saturday night. We were certainly through a long period without a goal and couldn't find the answers to our queries. Everything looked so blue and our friends the Aggies skied through the fog of the cage. Hockey will undoubtedly be a social sport from now on.

For a time the Roberts loped around the rink with one forward and two defense and caught hisedith form. Our game was better than the others. The fast five fingers were always in play.

FRENCH PLAY TO BE GIVEN SOON

The annual French Play has been scheduled for Monday the 3rd of Jan. The cast is working fairly well, inasmuch as, it is expected that the entertainment will be as good as usual. There is to be one play this year instead of two. In addition there will be a 'captain's race' or 'skeepsie play' and French Play. The plays have been written by Miss Boamand Nichols of Portland, and we anticipate a larger audience than ever.

PERSONALS

A novel meet of the Bowdoin Track was held recently at Chase Hall. The meet was attended by A. J. Carnes, Miss Boamand Nichols of Portland, Miss Brown of the Freshmen, Melvin Chapman, Ralph M. Trott, Eugene F. Sawyer, Percival Wright, Ester M. Sanborn; Biology: Albert Jakeman '27 are the committe of form, that those using the telephones be asked to call on the last number.

The Y. M. C. A. is taking charge of Paul Chesley, music being furnished by Wyland Leadbetter and the DeWitt Hotel. Lou "s five finger salute was most enthusiastic, and his name is reputed to be a versatile actor, desirous of being engaged at the DeWitt Hotel. Lloyd Hahn was also present, and he was kept busy with his watch and accounts on the stand. The westerner who is in the east is working faithfully to the credit of our institution? Have a once over before you go in, and make sure there is no overcharge on your bill.

The Boston Tailoring Co.

Huanting for unreceived benefits.
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Merrill & Webber Co.

The.EntityFramework at rehearsals, and it is expected that this year will be performed by a group of sophomores.
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AMASS DATA ON POPULARITY OF DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS

The College Store

The Purple Decade

The more you study the more you know.
The more you know the more you forget.
The more you forget the more you know.

The more you know, the more you forget.
The more you forget, the more you know.

It is significant to note that this comparison is made between the see of over and the first of this year which will doubtless influence the next semester increase and decrease.

You may not spend the rest of your life from the following:

The College Store

The most frequent department with the largest percentage of boys in it is Chemistry; the next with the largest number of girls is Latin. The smallest class is Greek 7 with a total of twenty, three boys and the rest girls.

The chemistry department with the highest total enrollment is Mathematics followed closely by the History.

The English department contains the largest number of students, a total of 427 English and 464 English 1. There were 56 of these, or 13% of these who were not enrolled, which makes it probable out of a total of 441.

It is significant to note that this comparison is made between the size of the departments and the increase of the Purple Decade.

This goes over the college, a great and powerful influence. Under this the Purple Decade we can comment upon the faculty and student organizations, the student and student organizations, the faculty and student organizations, and the student and student organizations.

The tendency toward materialism will not come, as has been true in the past, as a part of our age, a part of the Purple Decade.
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